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Abstract

In an asymmetric rendezvous system, such as an unfair synchronous queue and an elimination

array, threads of two types, consumers and producers, show up and are matched, each with a

unique thread of the other type. Here we present a new highly scalable, high throughput

asymmetric rendezvous system that outperforms prior synchronous queue and elimination array

implementations under both symmetric and asymmetric workloads (more operations of one type

than the other). It is a fast matching machine. Consequently, we also present a highly scalable

and competitive stack implementation.
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1 Introduction

A common abstraction in concurrent programming is that of an asymmetric rendezvous mechanism.
In this mechanism, there are two types of threads, e.g., producers and consumers, that show up.
The goal is to match pairs of threads, one of each type, and send them away. Usually the purpose
of the pairing is for a producer to hand over a data item (such as a task to perform) to a consumer.
The asymmetric rendezvous abstraction encompasses both unfair synchronous queues (or pools) [14]
which are a key building block in Java’s thread pool implementation and other message-passing
and hand-off designs [4, 14], and the elimination technique [15], which is used to scale concurrent
stacks and queues [9, 13].

In this paper, we present a highly scalable asymmetric rendezvous algorithm that improves the
state of the art in both unfair synchronous queue and elimination algorithms. It is based on a
distributed scalable ring structure, unlike Java’s synchronous queue which relies on a non-scalable
centralized structure. It is nonblocking, in the following sense: if both producers and consumers
keep taking steps, some rendezvous operation is guaranteed to complete. (This is similar to the
lock-freedom property [10], while taking into account the fact that “it takes two to tango”, i.e.,
both types of threads must take steps to successfully rendezvous.) It is also uniform, in that no
thread has to perform work on behalf of other threads. This is in contrast to the flat combining
(FC) based synchronous queues of Hendler et. al. [8], which are blocking and non-uniform. Most
importantly, our algorithm performs extremely well in practice, outperforming Java’s synchronous
queue by up to 60× on an UltraSPARC T2 Plus multicore machine, and the FC synchronous queue
by up to a factor of six. Using our algorithm as the elimination layer of a concurrent stack yields
a factor of three improvement over Hendler et. al.’s FC stack [7].

Our algorithm is based on a simple idea that turns out to be remarkably effective in practice: the
algorithm itself is asymmetric. While a consumer captures a node in the shared ring structure
and waits there for a producer, a producer actively seeks out waiting consumers on the ring. We
additionally present two new techniques, that combined with this asymmetric methodology on
the ring, lead to extremely high performance and scalability in practice. The first is a new ring
adaptivity scheme that dynamically adjusts the ring’s size, leaving enough room to fit in all the
consumers while avoiding empty nodes that producers will needlessly need to search. Having an
adaptive ring size, we can expect the nodes to be mostly occupied, which leads us to the next
idea: if a producer starts to scan the ring and finds the first node to be empty, it is likely that a
consumer will arrive there shortly. Yet simply waiting at this node, hoping that this will occur,
makes the algorithm prone to timeouts and impedes progress. We solve this problem by employing
a peeking technique that lets the producer have the best of both worlds: as the producer traverses
the ring, it continues to peek at its initial node; should a consumer arrive there, the producer
immediately tries to partner with it, thereby minimizing the amount of wasted work. Our algorithm
avoids two problem found in prior elimination algorithms that did not exploit asymmetry. In these
works [3, 9, 15], both types of threads would pick a random node in the hope of meeting the right
kind of partner. Thus these works suffer from false matches, when two threads of the same type
meet, and from timeouts, when a producer and a consumer both pick distinct nodes and futilely
wait for a partner to arrive.

The algorithm is presented in Section 3, after formally defining the asymmetric rendezvous problem
and our progress property (Section 2). The empirical evaluation is presented in Section 4, and
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Section 5 concludes. Due to space limitations, we survey related work in Appendix A.

2 Preliminaries

Asymmetric rendezvous In the asymmetric rendezvous problem there are threads of two types,
producers and consumers. Producers perform put(x) operations, that return either OK or a reserved
value ⊥ (explained shortly). Consumers perform get() operations, which return some item x
handed off by a producer, or the reserved value ⊥. Producers and consumers show up and must
be matched with a unique thread of the other type, such that a producer invoking put(x) and
a consumer whose get() returns x must be active concurrently. Since this synchronous behavior
inherently requires waiting, we provide threads with the option to give up: the special return ⊥
is used to indicate such a timeout. We say that an operation completes successfully if it returns a
value other than ⊥.

Progress To reason about progress while taking into account that rendezvous inherently requires
waiting, we consider both types of operations’ combined behavior. An algorithmA that implements
asymmetric rendezvous is nonblocking if, some operation completes successfully after both put()

and get() take enough steps concurrently. Note that, as with the definition of the lock-freedom
property [10], there is no fixed a priori bound on the number of steps after which some operation
must complete successfully. Rather, we rule out implementations that make no progress at all, i.e.,
admit executions in which both types of threads take steps infinitely often and yet no operation
successfully completes. By only counting successful operations as progress, we also rule out the
trivial implementation that always returns ⊥ (i.e., times out immediately).

3 Algorithm Description

The central data structure in the algorithm is a ring of P nodes, ring[0], . . . , ring[P − 1], where P
is the number of processors in the system. Each ring node contains two pointers, next and item,
and an index field that holds the node’s index in the ring. The next pointer is used to traverse the
ring: ring[i].next points to ring[i− 1]. This orientation allows the ring to be resized by changing
the next pointer of ring[0], which we henceforth call the head. The item pointer in each ring node
encodes the node’s state:

1. Free: item points to a global reserved object, FREE, that is distinct from any object a producer
may enqueue. Initially all nodes are free.

2. Captured by consumer: item is NULL.

3. Holding data (of a producer): item points to the data.

The complete pseudo code of the algorithm is provided in Figure 1. We proceed to describe the
algorithm in two stages. Section 3.1 describes the basics of the algorithm, without adaptivity
(i.e., assuming the ring size is fixed to P ). In Figure 1, the lines of code responsible for handling
adaptivity are colored blue and are described later, in Section 3.2. We discuss correctness and
progress in Section 3.3.
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3.1 Nonadaptive algorithm

Consumer algorithm A consumer searches the ring for a free node and attempts to capture it
using a compareAndSet (CAS) to atomically change its item pointer from FREE to NULL. Once a
node is captured, the consumer spins, waiting for a producer to arrive and deposit its item. The
pseudo code for the consumer’s get() procedure is presented in Figure 1a. (For the moment, the
pseudo code responsible for handling adaptivity, which is colored blue, will be ignored.) The search
begins at a node, s, obtained by hashing the thread’s id (Line 7). The consumer passes the ring
size (read at Line 6) to the hash function as a parameter, to ensure the returned node falls within
the ring. The consumer calls the findFreeNode procedure to traverses the ring starting at s and
return a captured node, u (Lines 28-44). The consumer then waits until a producer deposits an
item in u, frees u and returns (Lines 21-22).

Producer algorithm Producers search the ring for waiting consumers, and attempt to hand
them their data. The pseudo code is presented in Figure 1b. Similarly to the consumer, a producer
hashes its id to obtain a starting point for its search, s. (Line 50-51). It then traverses the ring
looking for nodes captured by consumers. Here the producer periodically peeks at the initial node
s to see if it has a waiting consumer (Line 55-56); if not, it checks the current node in the traversal
(Line 58). Once a captured node is detected, the producer tries to deposit its data using a CAS
(Lines 60-64). If successful, it returns.

Aborting rendezvous Producers can abort by returning. Consumers must free the node they
have captured by CASing it from NULL back to FREE. If the CAS fails, the consumer has found a
match and its rendezvous has completed successfully, otherwise its abort attempt succeeded and it
returns.

3.2 Adding adaptivity

The goal of our adaptivity scheme is to correctly size the ring, so that its size is “just right”:
not too small, to avoid contention on the nodes, and not too large, to avoid excessive searching
of empty nodes by producers. The technical work of resizing the ring is done by the procedure
resizeRing, whose pseudo code appears in Figure 1c. This procedure is passed the node that is
currently pointed to by the ring head, i.e., the tail and attempts to CAS the head’s next pointer
from the tail to its predecessor (to increment the ring size) or its successor (to decrement the ring
size). If the CAS fails, then another thread has resized the ring and so resizeRing returns.

The logic driving the resizing process is in the consumer’s algorithm. If a consumer fails to capture
many nodes in findFreeNode() (due to not finding a free node or having its CASes fail), then the
ring is too crowded and should be increased. The exact threshold is determined by an increase
threshold parameter, Ti. If findFreeNode() fails to capture more than Ti · ring size it attempts
to increase the ring (Lines 38-42).

How can we detect if the ring is sparsely populated? In such a case, we expect that, on one hand,
a consumer quickly finds a free node, but on the other hand, it has to wait longer until a producer
finds it. We take such a scenario as a sign that the ring’s size should be decreased. Thus, we have
a decrease threshold, Td, and a wait threshold, Tw. If it takes a consumer more than Td iterations
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1 object get(threadId) {
2 locals:
3 node s, u
4 int ring size , busy ctr, ctr
5

6 ring size := head.next.index
7 s := ring[ hash(threadId, ring size ) ]
8 (u, busy ctr) := findFreeNode(s, ring size )
9

10 ctr := 0
11 while (u.item == NULL) {
12 ring size := head.next.index
13 if (u.index > ring size ) {
14 if (CAS(u.item, NULL, FREE) {
15 s := ring[hash(threadId, ring size )]
16 (u, busy ctr) := findFreeNode(s, ring size )
17 }
18 }
19 ctr := ctr + 1
20 }
21 item := u.item
22 u.item := FREE
23 if (busy ctr < Td and ctr > Tw)
24 resizeRing(ring [ ring size ], −1)
25 return item
26 }
27

28 node findFreeNode(node s, ring size) {
29 locals:
30 int busy ctr := 0
31

32 while (true) {
33 if (s .item == FREE NODE and
34 CAS(s.item, FREE NODE, NULL))
35 return (s,busy ctr)
36 s := s.next
37 busy ctr := busy ctr + 1
38 if (busy ctr > Ti· ring size) {
39 resizeRing(ring [ ring size ], +1)
40 ring size := head.next.index
41 busy ctr := 0
42 }
43 }
44 }

(a) Consumer algorithm

45 put(threadId, object item) {
46 locals:
47 node s, u, target
48 int ring size , busy ctr, ctr
49

50 ring size := head.next.index
51 node s := ring[hash(threadId, ring size )]
52

53 node v := s.next
54 while (true) {
55 if (s .item == NULL)
56 target := s
57 else
58 target := v
59

60 if (target .item == NULL) {
61 if (CAS(target.item, NULL, item)) {
62 return OK
63 }
64 }
65 v := v.next
66 }
67 }

(b) Producer algorithm

68 void resizeRing(node tail , delta) {
69 index := tail .index
70 /∗ delta is −1 or +1 ∗/
71 if (delta == +1 and index == P − 1)
72 return
73 if (delta == −1 and index == 0)
74 return
75 CAS(head.next, tail, ring [index + delta])
76 }

(c) Resizing

Figure 1: Asymmetric rendezvous algorithm. Lines colored blue handle the adaptivity process.

of the loop in Lines 11-20 to successfully complete the rendezvous, but it successfully captured its
ring node in up to Tw steps, then it attempts to decrement the ring size (Lines 23-24).

Impact on consumer algorithm As a result of decrementing the ring size, a consumer waiting
on a node may be left outside of the ring. To notice this scenario, a consumer checks if its node’s
index is larger than the current ring size (Line 13). If so, the consumer tries to free its node using a
CAS (Line 14) and find itself a new node in the ring (Lines 15-16). However, if the CAS fails, then
a producer has already deposited its data in this node and so the consumer can take it and return
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(this will be detected in the next execution of Line 11). In practice, to improve performance, the
consumer performs this check periodically and not on every iteration.

3.3 Correctness

We consider the point at which both put(x) and the get() that returns x take effect as the point
where the producer successfully CASes x into some node’s item pointer (Line 61). The algorithm
thus clearly meets the asymmetric rendezvous semantics. We next sketch a proof that, assuming
threads do not request timeouts, then our algorithm is nonblocking (using the notion defined in
Section 2). Assume towards a contradiction that there is an execution in which both producers and
consumers take infinitely many steps and yet no rendezvous successfully completes. Since there is a
finite number of threads, P , there must be a producer/consumer pair, p and c respectively, that runs
forever without completing. Suppose c never captures a node. After completing a cycle on the ring
(say the increase threshold is 1) it increments the ring’s size. Recall that the ring size decrementing
implies a rendezvous completing, which by our assumption does not occur. Therefore, eventually
the ring’s size is P . From this point on, c can only fail to capture a node if it encounters another
consumer twice at different nodes, implying this consumer completes a rendezvous, a contradiction.
Thus, it must be that c captures some node but p never finds c on the ring, implying that c has
been left out of the ring by some decrementing resize. But, since from that point on, the ring’s size
cannot decrease, c eventually executes Lines 13-17 and moves itself into p’s range, where either p
or another producer rendezvous with it, a contradiction.

4 Evaluation

We first evaluate our algorithm when used as an unfair synchronous queue, and compare its per-
formance to other unfair synchronous queue implementations (Section 4.1). Then we examine the
performance of an elimination back-off stack with our algorithm used as the elimination layer, and
compare it with other concurrent stack implementations (Section 4.2). Due to space constraints,
we relegate the evaluation of the efficacy of the peeking technique to Appendix B.4.

Experimental setup: We collect results on two hardware platforms: a Sun SPARC T5240 and
an Intel Core i7. The Sun is a dual-chip machine, powered by two UltraSPARC T2 Plus (Niagara
II) chips [1]. The Niagara II is a chip multithreading (CMT) processor, with 8 1.165 GHz in-order
cores with 8 hardware strands per core, for a total of 64 hardware strands per chip. The Core i7
920 (Nehalem [2]) processor in the Intel machine holds four 2.67GHz cores that each multiplex 2
hardware threads. We implemented the algorithm in both Java and C++1. Unless stated otherwise,
reported results are averages of ten 10-second runs of the Java implementation on an otherwise idle
machine, resulting in very little variance.

Parameters: The increase threshold is Ti = 1 (ring’s size is increased once a consumer observes
a full ring). The decrease and wait thresholds are set to Td = 2 and Tw = 256. We use a simple
modulo ring size for a hash function. The rationale for this choice is as follows. If we don’t

1Java benchmarks were ran with HotSpot Server JVM, build 1.7.0-ea-b137. C++ benchmarks were compiled
with Sun C++ 5.9 on the SPARC machine and with gcc 4.3.3 (-O3 optimization setting) on the Intel machine. In
the C++ experiments we used the Hoard 3.8 [5] memory allocator.
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know anything about the thread ids showing up, we model them as uniformly random, in which
case a modulo provides uniform distribution. A different likely case, providing an optimization
opportunity, is when thread ids are sequential. Because the ring is sized to fit the contention level,
in this case the modulo hash achieves perfect coverage of the ring with few collisions and helps
to form pairs of producer/consumers that will often match with each other. Here a hash function
that mixes the thread ids is detrimental to performance as it induces collisions in a scenario where
they can be avoided. We evaluate these effects by testing our algorithm with both random and
sequential thread ids throughout all experiments.

Due to space constraints, we report here only the results obtained on the Sun platform, since it offers
more parallelism and thus more insight into the scaling behavior of the algorithm. (The Nehalem
results, which are qualitatively similar to the low thread count SPARC results, are presented in
Appendix B.5.) While we discuss results obtained both when restricting the benchmarks to run on
a single chip and when allowing full use of the machine, we follow Hendler et. al.’s methodology [8]
and focus on single chip results.

4.1 Synchronous queues

We compare the algorithm to the best performing algorithms described in the literature, namely
FC synchronous queues [8], Elimination-Diffraction (ED) trees [3], and the Java unfair synchronous
queue [14]. The Java pool is based on a Treiber-style nonblocking stack [18] that at all times
contains rendezvous requests by either producers or consumers. A producer finding the stack
empty or containing producers pushes itself on the stack and waits, but if it finds the stack holding
consumers, it attempts to partner with the consumer at the top of the stack (consumers behave
symmetrically). This creates a sequential bottleneck. Afek et. al.’s ED tree is a randomized
distributed data structure where arriving threads follow a path through a binary tree whose internal
nodes are balancer objects [16] and the leaves are Java synchronous queues. In each internal node
a thread accesses an elimination array in attempt to avoid descending down the tree. In FC pools,
a thread attempts to become a combiner by acquiring a global lock on the queue. Threads that
fail to grab the lock instead post their request and wait for it to be fulfilled by the combiner, which
matches between the participating threads. In the parallel FC pool there are multiple combiners
that each handle a subset of participating threads and then try to satisfy unmatched requests in
their subset by entering an exchange FC synchronous queue.

We use the original authors’ implementation of FC synchronous queues and ED trees [7, 8]2. We
also test a version of the Java synchronous queue that always uses busy waiting instead of yielding
the CPU (so-called parking), and report its results for the workloads where it improves upon the
standard Java pool (as was done in [8]).

2To get the best possible results, we remove all statistics counting from the code and use the latest JVM. Thus,
the results we report are usually slightly better than those reported in the original papers. On the other hand, we
fixed a bug in the benchmark of [8] that miscounted timed-out operations of the Java pool as successful operations;
thus the results we report for it are sometimes lower.
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4.1.1 Producer/consumer throughput

Multiple producers and consumers (symmetric workload) We measure the rate at which
data is transferred from multiple producers to an identical number of consumers, and collect hard-
ware performance counters data during the run. The results are shown in Figure 2a. Other than
our algorithm, the parallel FC pool is the only algorithm that shows significant scalability. Our
rendezvous algorithm outperforms the parallel FC queue by a factor of three in low concurrency
settings, and by up to six at high thread counts. It achieves this result by efficiently exploiting
the available hardware parallelism: a rendezvous completes in less than 200 instructions, of which
one is a CAS. The parallel FC pool, while hardly performing CASes, does require between 3× to
6× more instructions to complete an operation. Waiting for the combiner to pick up a thread’s
request, match it, and report back with the result, all add up. Similarly, while the ED tree scales
up to 40 threads, its rendezvous operation are costly, requiring 1000 instructions to complete. Our
algorithm therefore outperforms it by at least 6×, and up to 10× at high thread counts. As was
previously shown [8], the Java synchronous queue fails to scale in this benchmark. We outperform
it by up to 60×. Figure 2b shows the serializing behavior of the Java and single FC algorithms.
Both require more instructions to complete an operation as concurrency grows. For the Java pool
this is due to the number of failed CAS operations on the head of the stack (and consequent retries),
and for FC it is a result of the increased time spent as the combiner struggles to serve all waiting
threads.

Due to space limitation, the throughput results of this workload when utilizing both processors of
the machine are depicted in Appendix B.1 (Figure 6). In this test, the operating system’s default
scheduling policy is to place threads round-robin on the chips, and round-robin on the cores within
each chip. The costs incurred due to cross-chip communication are therefore noticeable even at low
thread counts. These costs are due to an increased number of L1 and L2 cache misses, since the
threads no longer share a single L2 cache; each such cache miss is expensive, requiring coherency
protocol traffic to the remote chip. The effect is catastrophic for serializing algorithms; for example,
the Java pool experiences a 10× drop in throughput. The more parallel algorithms, such as parallel
FC and ours, show similar scaling trends but achieve lower throughput. We therefore focus the rest
of our evaluation on the more interesting single chip case.

Asymmetric workloads We measure the rate at which a single producer hands off data to a
varying number of consumers. Because the pool is synchronous, we expect little scaling in this
workload: throughput is bounded by the rate of a single producer. However, as Figure 3a shows,
for all algorithms (but the ED tree) it takes several consumers to keep up with a single producer:
we see throughput increase when more than one consumer is active. The reason is that in these
algorithms the producer hands off an item and completes, whereas the consumer then needs to
notice the rendezvous has occurred. In this window of time the producer cannot make progress on
a new rendezvous. However, with several consumers, the producer can immediately return and find
another (different) consumer ready to rendezvous with. Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 3a, most
algorithm do not sustain this peak throughput. The FC pools have the worst degradation (3.74×
for the single version, and 3× for the parallel version). The Java pool’s degradation is minimal
(13%), and it along with the ED tree achieves close to peak throughput even at high thread counts.
Yet this throughput is low: our algorithm outperforms the Java pool by up to 3× and the ED tree
by 12× for low consumer counts and 6× for high consumer counts, despite degrading by 30% from
peak throughput.
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(a) Throughput. (b) Instructions (per op).

(c) CASes (per op). (d) L1 cache misses (per op).

Figure 2: Rendezvousing between N pairs of producers and consumers. Graphs show rate of
completed operations per millisecond and hardware performance counter datas per synchronous
queue operation. All but throughput are logarithmic scale. L2 misses are not shown; all algorithms
but Java had less than one L2 miss/operation on average.

But why does our algorithm degrade? After all, the producer has its pick of waiting consumers in
the ring and should be able to complete its hand-off immediately. It turns out that the degradation
is not caused by an algorithmic problem, but due to contention on chip resources. Each core
of the Niagara II has two pipelines, with each pipeline shared by four hardware strands. While
the operating system schedules threads on hardware strands in a way that minimizes sharing of
pipelines, beyond 16 threads the OS has no choice but to have some threads that share a pipeline
— and our algorithm indeed starts to degrade at 16 threads. To demonstrate this issue, we perform
another test where we use thread binding to ensure that the producer runs on the first core and
consumers are scheduled only on the remaining seven cores. Figure 3b depicts the result of this
experiment. While the trends of the other algorithms are unaffected, our algorithm now maintains
peak throughput through all consumer counts.

In the opposite workload (Figure 8 in Appendix B.1), where multiple producers try to serve a
single consumer, the producers contend over the single node the consumer occupies. As a result,
the throughput of our algorithm degrades as the number of producers increases, as do the FC pools.
Despite this degradation, our algorithm outperforms the Java pool up to 48 threads (falling behind
by 15% at 64 threads) and outperforms the FC pools by about 2×.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Synchronous queue throughput with a single producer and N consumers. In the left
side, the scheduler freely places threads onto hardware strands. In the right side, scheduling is
constrained so that the producer has a core to itself and the consumers are scheduled on the
remaining seven cores.

Bursts To evaluate the effectiveness of our adaptivity technique, we measure the rendezvous rate
in a workload that experiences bursts of activity. Over the ten second interval of the run, the
workloads alternates between 31 thread pairs and 8 pairs, with each phase lasting for a second.
We use 31 thread pairs so that we have spare hardware strand to use for sampling the ring size
throughout the run. Our sampling thread continuously reads the ring size, and records the time
whenever the current read differs from the previous read. Figure 4a depicts the result, showing how
the algorithm continuously resizes its ring. Consequently, it successfully benefits from the available
parallelism in this workload, outperforming the Java pool by up to 50× and the parallel FC pool
by 4× to 5×.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Synchronous queue bursty workload throughput. The execution alternates between with
31 and 8 producer/consumer pairs, with each phase lasting one second. The left side shows our
algorithm’s ring size over time (sampled continuously using a thread that does not participate in
the rendezvousing). Throughput is shown on the left side.

Changing arrival rates In practice, we expect threads to do some work between rendezvouses.
We therefore measure how the throughput of the 32 prodcuer/consumer pairs workload is affected
when the thread arrival rate decreases due to increasingly larger amounts of time spent doing “work”
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before each rendezvous. We find that as the work period grows and the available parallelism in
the data structure decreases, the throughput of all algorithms that exhibit scaling deteriorates.
However, our algorithm outperforms the other implementations by a factor of at least three. The
full results are relegated to Appendix B.2.

Work uniformity We evaluate how uniformly is the distribution of work done by the threads
in each algorithm, by comparing the percent of total operations performed by each thread in a
multiple producer/multiple consumer workload. The Java pool and our algorithm are close to
uniform, but parallel FC is extremely non-uniform, with some threads doing up to 33× the work as
others. The reason is that FC inherently puts extra load on combiner threads, leaving them with
less time to perform their own work. Due to space constraints, the experiment in fully described
in Appendix B.3.

4.2 Concurrent stack

Here we use our algorithm as the elimination layer on top of a Treiber-style nonblocking stack [18]
and compare it to the stack implementations evaluated in [7]. We apply our algorithm to two
variants of an elimination stack. In the first version, following [9], rendezvous is used as a backoff
mechanism that threads turn to upon detecting contention on the main stack. This idea is to
provide both good performance under low contention and scaling as contention increases. In the
second version a thread visits the rendezvous structure first, accessing the main stack only if it
fails to find a partner. (If it then encounters contention on the main stack it goes back to try the
rendezvous, and so on.)

We compare the C++ implementation of our algorithm to the C++ implementations evaluated
in [7]: a lock-free stack (LF-Stack), a lock-free stack with a simple elimination layer (EL-Stack),
and an FC based stack. We use the same benchmark as [7], measuring the throughput of an even
push/pop operation mix. Unlike the pool tests, here we want threads to give up if they don’t find
a partner in a short amount of time, and move to the main stack. We thus use a lower value for
the wait threshold (shorter than the timeout), and compensate for it by using a smaller threshold
ratio. Figure 5 shows the results. Our second (non-backoff) stack scales well, outperforming the
FC and elimination stacks almost by a factor of three. The price it pays is poor performance at
low concurrency (2.5× slower than the FC stack with a single thread). The backoff variant fails to
scale above 32 threads due to contention on the stack head, illustrating the cost incurred by merely
trying (and failing) to CAS a central hotspot.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a highly scalable, high throughput, nonblocking asymmetric rendezvous system
that outperforms the most efficient prior synchronous queue, the parallel FC pool. While flat
combining has a clear advantage in data structures that are sequential in nature, such as a FIFO
queue and priority queue, whose concurrent implementations have single hot spots, FC may lose
its advantage in data structures with inherent potential for parallelism. It is therefore interesting
whether the FC technique can be improved to match the performance of the asymmetric rendezvous
machine.
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Figure 5: Comparing different stack implementations throughput. Each of N threads performs
both push and pop operations with probability 1/2 for each operation type.

Acknowledgments: We thank Hillel Avni, Nati Linial and Nir Shavit for very helpful discus-
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A Related work

Synchronous queues A synchronous queue using three semaphores was described by Hanson [6].
Java 5 includes a coarse-grained locking synchronous queue [14], which was superseded in Java 6 by
Scherer, Lea and Scott’s algorithm. Their algorithm is based on a Treiber-style nonblocking stack
[18] whose top becomes a sequential bottleneck as the level of concurrency increases. Motivated by
this, Afek et. al. described elimination-diffracting (ED) trees [3], a randomized distributed data
structures where arriving threads follow a path through a binary tree whose internal nodes are
balancer objects [16] and the leaves are Java synchronous queues. Recently, Hendler et. al. applied
the flat combining paradigm to the synchronous queue problem, describing a single combiner version
and a parallel version, in which multiple combiners each handle a subset of participating threads
and then try to satisfy unmatched requests in their subset by entering an exchange FC synchronous
queue.
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Elimination The elimination technique is due to Touitou and Shavit [15]. Hendler, Shavit and
Yerushalmi used elimination with an adaptive scheme inspired by Shavit and Zemach [17] to obtain
a scalable linearizable stack [9]. In their scheme threads adapt locally: each thread picks a slot to
collide in from sub-range of the collision layer centered around the middle of the array. If no partner
arrives, the thread eventually shrinks the range. Alternatively, if the thread sees a waiting partner
but fails to collide due to contention, it increases the range. In our adaptivity technique, described
in Section 3, threads also make local decisions, but with global impact: the ring is resized. Moir
et. al. used elimination to scale a FIFO queue [13]. In their algorithm an enqueuer picks a random
slot in an elimination array and waits there for a dequeuer; a dequeuer picks a random slot, giving
up immediately if that slot is empty. It does not seek out waiting enqueuers. Moir et. al. also
did not discuss techniques to adapt their elimination layer to load. Scherer, Lea and Scott applied
elimination in their symmetric rendezvous system [11], where there is only one type of a thread
and so the pairing is between any two threads that show up. Scherer, Lea and Scott also do not
discuss adaptivity, though a later version of their symmetric exchanger channel, which is part of
Java [12], includes a scheme that resizes the elimination array. However, we are interested in the
more difficult asymmetric rendezvous problem, where not all pairings are allowed.

B Evaluation omitted from main body

B.1 Omitted graphs of SPARC machine

Figure 6: Rendezvousing between N pairs of producers and consumers when using both processors
of the Sun machine (i.e., NUMA configuration). Default OS policy is to place threads chips round-
robin.

Figure 7

B.2 Changing arrival rates experiment

In practice, we expect threads to do some work between rendezvouses. We therefore measure how
the throughput of the 32 prodcuer/consumer pairs workload is affected when the thread arrival rate
decreases due to increasingly larger amounts of time spent doing “work” before each rendezvous.
Figure 9 shows that as the work period grows and the available parallelism in the data structure
decreases, the throughput of all algorithms that exhibit scaling deteriorates: the parallel FC de-
grades by 2× when going from no work to 1.5µs of work, and our algorithm degrades by 4×. Still,
there is sufficient parallelism to allow our algorithm to outperforms the other implementations by
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Figure 8: Synchronous queue throughput with N producers and a single consumer.

a factor of at least three.

Figure 9: Synchronous queue 32 producer/consumer pairs throughput with decreasing arrival rate
due to increasing amount of time working between rendezvouses.

B.3 Work uniformity

Here we evaluate how uniformly do threads operate in the multiple producer/consumer benchmark.
We pick the best result from five executions of 16 producer/consumer pairs, and plot the percent
of total operations performed by each thread. Figure 10 shows the results. In an ideal setting,
each thread would perform 3.125% (1/32) of the work. Our algorithm comes relatively close to
this distribution. The distribution of work has standard deviation of 0.47% for random thread ids
and 0.10% for sequential ids, and the ratio between the best/worst performers is 1.60 for random
ids and 1.17 for sequential ids. The JDK algorithm is also uniform, with a standard deviation of
0.05% and best/worse ratio of 1.07. In contrast, the parallel FC pool has a standard deviation of
2.32% and best/worst ratio of 33.44. The reason is that FC inherently puts extra load on combiner
threads, leaving them with less time to perform their own work.

B.4 Impact of peeking

We evaluate the algorithm’s peeking technique by measuring what impact does disabling this tech-
nique have on throughput. Figure depicts 11a the results for both random and sequential thread
ids. While at low thread counts (up to four) peeking has little effect, once concurrency increases
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Work uniformity: Percent of total operations performed by each of 32 threads in a
producer/consumer benchmark.

peeking improves performance by as much as 25%. Since the algorithm’s ring size adapts to con-
currency, a producer’s initial node being empty usually means that a consumer will arrive there
shortly. Peeking therefore leads to a natural pairing between producers and consumers. Without
it, as Figures 11b and 11c show, a producer has a higher chance of colliding with another producer
and consequently requires more instruction to complete a rendezvous.

B.5 Results from Intel Nehalem machine

Figure 12 shows the results collected on the Intel Nehalem machine for the following bench-
marks: symmetric multiple producers/multiple consumer benchmark (Figure 12a), single producer
and multiple consumers (Figure 12b), multiple producers and single consumer (Figure 12c), and
throughput in the face of changing arrival rates (Figure 12d). As in [8], we used different “work
periods” on the Intel machine due to its faster processor.
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(a) Throughput. (b) Instructions (per put).

(c) CASes (per put).

Figure 11: Rendezvousing between N pairs of producers and consumers with and without peeking.
Graphs show rate of completed operations per millisecond and hardware performance counter data
for producer operations.
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(a) N pairs of producers and consumers. (b) Synchronous queue throughput with a single pro-
ducer and N consumers.

(c) Synchronous queue throughput with N producers
and a single consumer.

(d) Synchronous queue four producer/consumer pairs
throughput with decreasing arrival rate.

Figure 12: Benchmark results on Intel Nehalem machine with 4 cores, each multiplexing 2 hardware
threads.
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